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35 CENTS

A Modern Mounting Set With Sparkling Gens of

RUTILE RAINBOW DIAMONDS
Is the answer to your Christmas gift problem. One of these magnificent gems
set in a lovely gold or palladium ring will be a gift that will be worn and
cherished for years to come.
RUTILE IS THE GEM OF THE HOUR — IT IS NOW A REALITY

After years of experiments, synthetic RUTILE is now available in cut gems
of breathtaking beauty. This magnificent substance has been given the
name of "TITANIA".
"TITANIA IS QUEEN OF ALL KNOWN GEMS"
Titania gems have more fire than the diamond.
Be the first in your community to own one of these beautiful new
Rainbow Diamonds
DEALERS INQUIRIES SOLICITED
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Everyone to whom you show this new gem will wish to purchase one or
more of them. Our SUPERCATALOG tells you of our discount plan that will
permit you to own one of these new gems at no cost to yourself.
Our new SUPERCATALOG described below gives you all the facts about
TITANIA GEMS and ILLUSTRATES mountings especially selected for them.
An article tells the story behind this amazing discovery.

The 1950 Revised Edition of Grieger's "Encyclopedia and
Super Catalog of the Lapidary and Jewelry Arts"
$1.00 Per Copy
This is a 192-page book 9"xl2" in size. There are at least 60 pages of instructive articles by authors of national fame. There are new articles by EMIL
KRONQUIST and LOUIS WIENER on jewelry making. The 15-page article
on jewelry casting by the LOST WAX METHOD using the new KERR HOBBYCRAFT CASTING UNIT is alone worth $1.00. "ROCK DETERMINATION
SIMPLIFIED" by Mr. E. V. Van Amringe with illustrations and charts helps
you to identify your field trip discoveries. Two excellent field trips are mapped.
Everything you need in MACHINERY. TOOLS. SUPPLIES and MATERIALS
is illustrated, described and priced for your convenience.
VISIT OUR SHOP AND SECURE YOUR COPY OF THIS UNIQUE BOOK
Sent Postpaid in U. S. A., its Territories and Canada for only $1.00.
READ THESE REMARKS BY THOSE WHO PURCHASED THE FIRST EDITION—"I would still
buy it at $3.00 to $5.00 as it contains as much if not more meaty information for the lapidary and
jeweler than any of the books on the market selling in that price range. " "It is better than most
lapidary handbooks." "It is the only satisfactory catalog of lapidary supplies and materials that
I have ever seen. It is superbly illustrated and superbly printed."
JUST PUBLISHED: "THE STORY OF JADE" by Herbert P. Whiflock and Martin L. Ehrmann at
$12.50 per copy.

1633 EAST WALNUT STREET
PASADENA 4, CALIFORNIA.
PHONLSY6-6423
OPEN ON FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY 8 30AM-5.30 PMMONDAY THRU THURSDAY OPEN BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
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DESERT CALENDAR
Dec. 2—San Antonio day at La Loma,
New Mexico.
Dec. 3—Death Valley Pageant, centennial observance sponsored by
Death Valley '49ers, Inc., presented in Desolation canyon, cast of
1,000 people, commemorating trek
of the Manly-Jayhawker parties
through Death Valley 100 years
ago.
Dec. 4—Lecture by Dr. George W.
Brainerd: The Ancient Maya Cities
of Palenque and Uxmal, Southwest
Museum, Los Angeles, California.
Dec. 5-11—Borrego Aviation week,
featuring treasure hunt by pilots in
private planes December 10, and
glider soaring and spot-landing contests Sunday, December 11. Borrego
Valley, California.
Dec. 6-7 — Northern district, New
Mexico Cattle Growers association,
Santa Fe.
Dec. 10—Imperial Highway association monthly meeting at De Anza
hotel, Calexico, California.
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Dec. 12—Feast day of Nuestra Senora
de Guadalupe, Santa Fe, New
Mexico.
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Dec. 24—Christmas eve procession
with cedar torches, Taos Indian
pueblo, New Mexico.

DECEMBER,

Death Valley Pageant

22

HUMOR

December—Clarence E l l s w o r t h ' s
paintings of western scenes and
early Indian days will be displayed
daily. Southwest museum, Los
Angeles.

4

Current news of desert mines
HISTORY

Dec. 28-29—American Astronomical
society meets at University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona.

By CHARLES KELLY

21

Dec. 24—Midnight mass for Papago
Indian people, San Xavier mission.

Dec. 26 — Turtle dance, San Juan
Pueblo, New Mexico.

Valley of the Cathedrals

Shine Smith's Christmas Party

INDUSTRY

Dec. 25—Indian dances at pueblos
Christmas day and three days following. At Jemez, Santo Domingo,
Tesuque, Santa Clara and others.
Deer dance or Matachines at Taos
pueblo in the afternoon.

3

Panamint Pack Trip
QUIZ

Dec. 24—La Posada, Mexican Christmas observance, Armory park, Tucson, Arizona.

Dec. 24—Dances after midnight mass
at Indian pueblos: San Felipe, Laguna, Isleta and others in New
Mexico.

December events on the desert

We Found Ant Hills Covered with Jewels

CHRISTMAS
Dec. 17-—Opening party at Arizona
Snow Bowl, Flagstaff, Arizona.

WHITE CHRISTMAS ON THE DESERT
By Nicholas N. Kozloff, San Bernardino, Calif.

CALENDAR

EXPLORATION
Dec. 11—Don's Club Travelcade to
Goldfield mine and King's ranch,
Phoenix, Arizona.
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77ze.se cathedral-like pinnacles have been carved in sandstone
through thousands of years of erosion

Valley of the Cathedrals . . .
By CHARLES KELLY
Photos courtesy of Dr. Wayne Smith
and Worthen Jackson
N 1944 a northbound military plane
was reported missing somewhere
between Bryce canyon and Price,
Utah. It was not found until nearly a
year later when two men hunting cattle
came upon the wreckage in a wild section of Wayne county west of Factory
Buttes.
Soldiers in jeeps were sent to recover
the bodies. They were guided to the
spot by Worthen Jackson of Fremont,
Utah. Later, on a return visit to the
site of the tragedy, Jackson was accompanied by Dr. A. L. Inglesby of
Fruita, Utah. On his return the doctor
reported that he seen in the distance a
group of isolated buttes or monuments

which resembled temples and cathedrals.
Dr. Inglesby had a further opportunity to become acquainted with the
area a year later when he accompanied
an expedition into this wild section of
Utah to investigate the report that a
To the cowboys it is just "a
bad place to hunt for cows/'
but for the explorer, the photographer and the rock collector
this recently discovered scenic
landscape in the southern Utah
wilderness promises to open a
great field for new adventure.
Here is Charles Kelly's story of
some of the most fantastic rock
formations in the Southwest —
and some of the least known.

peculiar hole, believed to have been
made by a falling meteor, was located
there. The mysterious hole showed no
evidence of meteoric action, but the
party passed through another group of
fantastic formations not far from those
previously reported.
Following Dr. Inglesby's directions,
Frank Beckwith and I visited the eastern section of this area in September,
1945. Leaving a rough desert road we
drove IVi miles down a dry wash
floored with gypsum, arriving on the
brink of a deep gully we could not
cross. About two miles distant was a
pink cliff running several miles east
and west, beautifully sculptured into
what appeared to be architectural
forms — pillars, columns, spires and
decorative statuary — resembling the
ruins of a thousand Greek temples. On
the flat sandy desert half a mile from
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this cliff stood two large natural structures and two smaller ones, eroded to
architectural forms resembling great
cathedrals.
Leaving our car we hiked across the
sand to photograph them and found
that on close inspection the likeness to
man-made structures was even more
pronounced. We estimated their height
at between 500 and 600 feet. Since
they stand isolated and some distance
apart, they can be photographed from
any angle, depending on light conditions.
Returning to the car after an all-day
tramp, Frank and I sat on the running
board to rest. A late afternoon sun illuminated the two distant buttes.
"What do they call this place?"
Frank asked.
"The whole area is called Middle
Desert," I replied, "but this valley has
no special name."
"The buttes certainly look like great
cathedrals," Frank said. "The smaller
one looks like Canterbury and the
larger one like Notre Dame."
"Yes," I agreed, "they do. Why
wouldn't that be a good name —
Cathedral Valley?"
"Cathedral Valley? Yes, that's good.
Let's call it that."
So we did and the name is used because nothing else seems quite appropriate.
,
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ed the following year, is more difficult
to reach. Perry Jackson pioneered a
jeep trail into it, but it cannot be
reached by ordinary passenger cars.
This section, near Thousand Lake
mountain, is even larger and more
spectacular than the east end, containing more beautifully eroded cliffs and
more cathedrals, spires and pinnacles.
Besides these interesting formations,
the area is crossed at right angles by
narrow dikes of volcanic material
known as the "Walls of Jericho." Near
one of these dikes is the "meteor hole,"
60 feet across the top and about 100
feet deep, the origin of which remains
to be explained.
The two sections of Cathedral Valley, of course, have been known to
cowboys and sheepherders for many
years, and a cabin and corrals were
once built in the western end. But no
one ever mentioned the scenic values
of the place. To stockmen it was just a
bad place to hunt for cows. So the
original discovery so far as the visiting
public is concerned, goes to Dr. Inglesby, and the first color photographs
were taken by Herman Waters. Beckwith and I took the first black and
white pictures.
The cliffs of Capitol Reef are composed of Moenkopi, Chinle, and Wingate formations, capped by white Navajo sandstone. The Reef dips toward
the east into South Desert where the
Navajo is overlaid by Carmel. This in
turn is overlaid by Entrada sandstone,

extending north into Cathedral Valley,
about 15 air miles north of Capitol
Reef National Monument. Where
walls of Entrada are exposed by faulting it has been eroded into fantastic
forms. Being soft and cemented with
gypsum it is dissolved by rain into
long, flowing lines, often extending
from top to bottom, giving the impression of architectural ruins. Unlike
many formations, there are no talus
slopes, the cliffs rising from a flat
desert. The color is a light salmon
pink, with horizontal stripes of darker
color, in places capped with a stratum
of white. Where this capstone has disappeared the softer rock below has
been cut into towers, spires, buttresses
and intricate natural carvings.
Since this wild area has never been
thoroughly explored, new discoveries
are constantly being made. On a subsequent visit to east Cathedral Valley
I found two more large structures in
a beautiful hidden canyon, and Worthen Jackson has found others in the
west end. In a flight over the valley
last November with Bill Lane we saw
still more cathedrals which have not
yet been located from the ground.
On the road to Emery, north of
Jeffers ranch, is another isolated structure locally called Solomon's Temple,
well worth a visit, and in Jasper canyon, a short distance further north is
another immense hidden cathedral. As
time goes by still others will be found.
About eight miles east of an aban-

